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Cremains Recovery...... Again

Lynne starts with a site safety walk, looking for possible hazards, as well as surveying the canyon at the
Mosquito fire. We are humbled and shocked when we work recovering cremains after wildfires. This is our
new reality, fires will continue to plague us. ICF partnering with The Alta Heritage Foundation.

The good news is we did not have many cremains recoveries to do this year.
We had three recoveries from the McKinney Fire at Klamath River in Siskiyou
County, CA and one from the Mosquito Fire in Foresthill, CA. All recoveries
were successful, including the 2-story structure, with a full basement, which
presented a very difficult scenario. In multiple-story structures the cremains
often fall great distances, hitting objects and scattering. This was the case in
Foresthill. Fortunately both dogs alerted in the same area and our

archaeologists were able to find pockets of all three sets of cremains. Our
clients were very thankful that they were able to get even a little bit back.
We were also doing our best to assist a client in New Mexico in locating the
ashes of her 15-year old son. A quick trip down was being arranged when she
found that someone had taken a bulldozer to the property, heaping all the
debris into a pile. At last contact, she was working with a human remains dog
handler in Carlsbad (recommended by ICF) who was going to check some
buckets of debris from the area. While we haven't heard back, we hope she
was able to get some closure in this tragedy.
The pictures above and below tell the story of so many things we see, and feel,
when working cremains recovery. The total devastation of a family's life, the
home they lost, with the beautiful views, the memories that are now nothing but
ash, the sadness of loosing their loved one twice ... and the joy when they get
them back.
Lynne

Dulcy had lost her dad earlier in 2022 and was devastated that his cremains were lost, "somewhere", in
the debris of his home. We were able to return him to her arms.

Real World Experience
Utah and Back in 4 Days - October's adventure
We are constantly being asked, "how do we teach the dogs to locate burials
containing human remains scent". The answer is the more field experience the
dog has, the better they are.

Taphonomy, when used in context with biology, forensics, and archaeology is
usually defined as the study of what happens to human remains after death.
Burials are subject to many changes over time. The normal events of how a
body decomposes are well known. But what happens to the burial location has
endless possibilities. The scent from burials is subject to how deep, surface
changes like soil build-up or erosion, water movement, earth movement, plant
roots, animal activity, and human destruction from farming, and construction all
take a toll on the buried body. We can only make guesses on how that
changes the available scent to the dog. In other words, we can only go so far
by setting up training. We must take our dogs out in the real world.
While heading to Utah for a project, we took some time to take advantage of
history along the way. Below are two examples of locations we stopped at for
our own history enjoyment and for field experience for my young dog, Zia, and
our newest certified dog, Quincy. (Well, she was the newest until a few days
ago. See below.)
Silver Reef Utah
Word got out that we would be working in Utah and out of the blue we got a call
asking if we would be willing to stop by one of the Silver Reef cemeteries. We
agreed we would deploy our dogs for a quick look. Members of the Silver Reef
Museum have been researching old documents looking for the Chinese
cemetery as well as other pioneer emigrants. They have a pauper cemetery
and suspected the Chinese cemetery might be close by. We did have alerts
outside of the cemetery, but it was too hot and there was not enough time to do
a complete survey. We were able to give them some areas to do more research
on. In return they gave us a wonderful, behind the scene, tour of their mining
museum.
Silver was first discovered in 1866 but it was not until 1875 when production
really started. By 1884 most of the mining was stopped. Like so many boom
towns some people got rich, most did not and many lost their lives in pursuit of
a better life.
The town of Silver Reef is now a ghost town. They have a museum along with
cemeteries. Documentation for the cemeteries is far from complete. As usual
the people who were poor, and/or minorities, have the least amount of
documentation. Historically we know there was a Chinese population of
workers (they were not allowed to work the mines) as well as many other
emigrants.

Zia heads over and alerts as Karen observes, Quincy had just alerted at this location.

Quincy alerting outside of the cemetery

The Town of Lundy in Mono County California in its heyday. (Picture credit to
Western Mining History.)

The town of Lundy was a gold and silver mining town from 1879 to 1914. It was
well known for its scenic location, steep mountains and numerous avalanches
that occurred and destroyed parts of the town, mines and lives.
Today only one marker remains in the Lundy cemetery but its recorded to
contain more. Although Jasper and Kayle worked the area, identifying other
graves, it was really Zia that needed the experience. Many times we use the
experienced dogs to find unmarked burials and then work the younger dogs.
Although the air temperature was only in the 80's the ground temperature was
100°. The sun is intensely bright in the high elevations.
~Adela~

Zia alerts at the known grave in the Lundy Cemetery.

Our newest certified team: Joseph and Clíodhna
Joseph is no stranger to search and detection work. He was certified and
deployed on many cold cases with his previous K9 partner. We are so happy to
have him back in the saddle again and ready to work with Clío. Our certification
process includes not only demonstrating proficiency at many different tasks,
and passing a test, it also includes field experience time where the team has to
search blind and alert in the field. Clio's first field experience she was the first to
locate burials and seasoned veterans corroborated her work. We are so excited
to have this "new" and "seasoned" team join our roster of working dogs.
Congratulations!

Check out our past issues on
our website Please feel free to pass our
newsletter along to anyone who
might be interested.
CLICK HERE

(650) 503-4473 | info@ICFK9.org | www.ICFK9.org
We are happy to talk with you about your project and
how our dogs might help locate human remains or burials.
Call, email, or check out our website.
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